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Contrasting paintwork in just one spray process:  
Audi tests overspray-free painting  
 
 A method unique in the industry saves time and material  
 Series application already planned for 2019  

 
Ingolstadt, June 29, 2018 – Two colors, one process: Audi is expanding the spectrum of its 
painting methods with the addition of overspray-free painting. This technology allows 
specific surfaces of a car body to be painted in a different color – all in one spraying process. 
This is economical and very resource friendly. In a pilot paint shop at the plant in Ingolstadt, 
Audi is testing a method that is unique in the industry with car roofs in contrasting black.  
 
Time-consuming and material-intensive masking off is no longer necessary when painting 
without overspray. For spraying a contrasting color, employees previously had to mask off the 
relevant part of the car body and then paint it separately with a second spray process. With 
overspray-free painting, a robot-controlled high-precision instrument now measures the 
laser-brazed seam between the roof and the side-panel frame before each car is painted. 
A special applicator then applies the black paint directly to the car body in individual strips with 
millimeter accuracy. The applicator places the strips of paint with sharp borders and without any 
spray mist – that is, without any overspray.  
 
This method saves time and money, and the environment also benefits. On the one hand, no 
more masking material is needed; on the other hand, less paint is required. Audi plans to put the 
innovative process into series production already next year. In this way, the automobile 
manufacturer will offer its customers even more possibilities for individualization.  
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The Audi Group, with its brands Audi, Ducati and Lamborghini, is one of the most successful manufacturers 
of automobiles and motorcycles in the premium segment. It is present in more than 100 markets worldwide 
and produces at 16 locations in twelve countries. 100 percent subsidiaries of AUDI AG include Audi Sport 
GmbH (Neckarsulm), Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. (Sant’Agata Bolognese, Italy) and Ducati Motor Holding 
S.p.A. (Bologna, Italy).  

In 2017, the Audi Group delivered to customers about 1.878 million automobiles of the Audi brand, 3,815 
sports cars of the Lamborghini brand and 55,900 motorcycles of the Ducati brand. In the 2017 fiscal year, 
AUDI AG achieved total revenue of €60.1 billion and an operating profit of €5.1 billion. At present, 
approximately 90,000 people work for the company all over the world, more than 60,000 of them in 
Germany. Audi focuses on sustainable products and technologies for the future of mobility.  
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